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Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. ticapna

2. ablset

3. yaedl

4. tiopoinpso

5. ansnomi

6. lscraieti

7. slraenatt

8. iliarfma

9. ffehsul

10. ltcoerdonl

11. lueecifnn

12. sulnuua

13. eegerm

14. lsvedios

1. The chief officer of a merchant ship or an 

airplane.

2. Fixed, firm, or steady in position; not shaky 

or easily moved.

3. To put off until a later time.

4. The act or state of being against, or the 

state of having someone against another.

5. A large, grand, expensive home.

6. Tending to see things as they really are; 

practical.

7. To change into the words of another 

language.

8. Known by many people; easily recognized.

9. To drag or scrape the feet along the floor 

while walking.

10. Held back or restrained.

11. The power or invisible action of a thing or 

person that causes some kind of effect on 

another.

12. Not usual or ordinary; not common; 

remarkable.

13. To rise up from or come into view.

14. To melt or become liquid.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. ticapna captain

2. ablset stable

3. yaedl delay

4. tiopoinpso opposition

5. ansnomi mansion

6. lscraieti realistic

7. slraenatt translate

8. iliarfma familiar

9. ffehsul shuffle

10. ltcoerdonl controlled

11. lueecifnn influence

12. sulnuua unusual

13. eegerm emerge

14. lsvedios dissolve

1. The chief officer of a merchant ship or an 

airplane.

2. Fixed, firm, or steady in position; not shaky 

or easily moved.

3. To put off until a later time.

4. The act or state of being against, or the 

state of having someone against another.

5. A large, grand, expensive home.

6. Tending to see things as they really are; 

practical.

7. To change into the words of another 

language.

8. Known by many people; easily recognized.

9. To drag or scrape the feet along the floor 

while walking.

10. Held back or restrained.

11. The power or invisible action of a thing or 

person that causes some kind of effect on 

another.

12. Not usual or ordinary; not common; 

remarkable.

13. To rise up from or come into view.

14. To melt or become liquid.


